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GREAT INTERNATIONAL ART IN STOCKHOLM

The art dealer Paul McCabe believes that Stockholm’s
art market is ready for giants like Richard Prince,
Damien Hirst and Roy Lichtenstein.

How come a well renowned international art dealer has
ended up in our frosty, remote town? Mostly because of
love: Paul McCabe is married to the Swedish actress
Jenny Ulving and after many years in New York the couple
wanted a new base. But the establishment in Stockholm is
not only because of love; McCabe has noticed a bubbling
interest in Scandinavia amongst the artists he’s working
with.
Many of the artists I work with –among them Damien
Hirst- think Sweden is a very exciting market. You have a
great reputation: The head of Moderna Museet Daniel
Birnbaum is one of the worlds most respected curators.
Their exhibitions and their permanent collection are always
international, top quality. Also Magasin 3 has good status.

In the white painted front room of the gallery is Damien
Hirst’s “ Contemplation”, a grand work where butterflies in
different colors been placed in a circle behind thick glass.
It’s worth 1.2 million dollars. A normal price point for the
collectors McCabe normally deals with but very high for the
Swedish market. But McCabe is convinced the Swedish art
market is ready for him.

Absolutely. The art business is very much about access: to
have the possibility to buy the right things. And that’s where
people like me come in. In New York the art dealing is a
whole social scene. People meet, exchange information
and after that they buy art from each other. If you create
the right arena for Swedish collectors there are definitely
buyers for art at this price point.

McCabe started his career with his own gallery in Cape
Town. The gallery went well and it took him to Miami and
New York. Today McCabe, who has about 180 travel days
a year, commutes between Zurich, New York, London,
Miami, Cape Town and Stockholm.
I already have a loyal client base in the US so it felt inspiring
to do small shows in a place where these artists haven’t
been so exposed. The first exhibition is a kind of statement,
to show that I work with artists of the highest quality.

Is it true that’s it a better investment to buy a painting for a
million dollars than one for 10 000?

Yes, there is a lot of truth to that. To buy art is mostly about
information. If a work is one million dollars, there is
probably lots of information backing up its value. A work
valued to 10 000 dollars is often a young artist where you
might not know where it’s going to go investment wise. But
if you have good advisor and a good instinct that
investment can turn out to be fantastic. I have sold many
works for 10 000 dollars which have then gone up to a million.
Say, I have a million dollars to buy art, how do I invest that
in the smartest way?

Of course that depends on your taste but I would use the
30/70 – rule. I would invest two thirds of the capital in
established artists who might be a bit “out of flavor” but who
will most probably have a comeback. Maybe an early
Richard Prince, Picasso drawings and something from the
German artist George Baselitz, who I consider undervalued.
The other 300 000 I would invest in young contemporary
artists. You’re taking more of a risk but these are the ones
with the most dramatic upside!

